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We propose and design a new type of nonlinear metamaterials exhibiting a resonant eletri
response at mirowave frequenies. By introduing a varator diode as a nonlinear element within
eah resonator, we are able to shift the frequeny of the eletri mode stop-band by hanging the
inident power, without aeting the magneti response. These elements ould be ombined with
the previously developed nonlinear magneti metamaterials in order to reate negative index media
with ontrol over both eletri and magneti nonlinearities.
A negative index metamaterials usually onsists of a
omposite struture whih simultaneously exhibits nega-
tive eletri and magneti responses over some frequeny
band [1℄. Split-ring resonators (SRRs) are the best
known elements of strutures with a negative magneti
response, and arrays of long wires are ommonly used to
reate a negative eletri permittivity [2℄. This approah
has the advantage that the broad negative eletri re-
sponse of the wires an relatively easily be overlapped
with the narrow-band negative magneti response of the
SRRs. However, long wires are unsuitable for many ap-
pliations, suh as transform optis whih require loal
variations in the unit ell parameters and whih may re-
quire a non-periodi arrangement of unit ells. One of the
solutions to this problem is the use of eletri resonators
onstruted from two resonant loops having a fundamen-
tal mode whereby the total magneti dipole moment is
aneled out, leaving a nonvanishing eletri dipole mo-
ment [3, 4℄. Suh strutures have been demonstrated in
the mirowave and THz bands, and have been shown to
have their response tuned by an optial pump signal [5℄.
The ability to engineer the linear response of metama-
terials to ahieve exoti values of permittivity and per-
meability is well known, however their strong eld loal-
ization also makes them very well suited to exhibiting
exoti nonlinear phenomena [6, 7, 8℄. This is due to the
strong inrease in eld strength at the resonant frequeny
and also the loal eld strength whih an be muh larger
than the average inident eld strength. Previous work
has shown that individual split ring resonators an be
made tunable and nonlinear by the introdution of diodes
with voltage-ontrolled apaitane [9, 10, 11℄, and that
suh resonators an be ombined to reate bulk nonlinear
metamaterial strutures [12, 13℄.
Given that the nonlinear shift in resonane results in
a very strong nonlinear magneti response for SRRs, we
take a similar approah to the design of nonlinear eletri
resonators, in order to obtain a strong nonlinear eletri
response. Our struture is shown in Fig. 1, where two
perpendiular sets of boards are introdued to reate a
relatively isotropi response. Within eah resonator, an
∗
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Figure 1: Slab of nonlinear eletri metamaterials used in our
experiments. The inset shows one strutural element.
additional gap is introdued where a varator diode is
plaed, introduing additional series apaitane in order
to tune the resonant frequeny. The lattie period is
11mm, and the resonators are fabriated on opper-lad
FR4 with width and height of 8mm, trak width of 1mm,
with outer gaps of 0.4mm separation and 2.4mm length.
The sample is plaed in a parallel plate waveguide and
is exited by a vetor network analyzer via a monopole
probe, with a mirowave amplier inluded in the sys-
tem in order to inrease the available exitation power,
as shown in Fig. 2. As there is signiant ripple and
some gain ompression in the transmission response of
the amplier, a power alibration is rst performed for
eah desired power level by onneting a power meter to
the diretional oupler, as shown by the dotted line. In
order to know the value of the elds fed to the waveguide,
the output of the amplier is sampled using a diretional
oupler. The total transmission through the amplier,
waveguide, and metamaterial is then normalized to this
quantity, whih has largely eliminated artifats due to
the amplier response.
We measure the transmission response at inident pow-
ers of 10, 20 and 30dBm as shown in Fig. 3(a). At the
lowest inident power (10dBm), there is negligible tuning
of the response by the inident wave, thus the transmis-
sion response in this ase is essentially linear. The large
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Figure 2: Measurement onguration
insertion loss away from resonane is due to the deliber-
ately mismathed reeiving probe whih is designed for
minimal perturbation of the elds within the struture.
It an be seen that our struture exhibits two resonant
stop bands within the measured frequeny range. The
lower band is due to urrents owing in opposite dire-
tions in eah of the two rings of the resonator, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). This results in two equal magneti dipoles
of opposite orientation, whih have a zero net magneti
dipole moment[17℄, and a dominant eletri dipole mo-
ment due to the idential harge aumulation aross
eah gap. Importantly, there is signiant net urrent
owing through the entral ondutor ontaining the var-
ator diode. Thus we see that this resonant frequeny is
strongly modied by the inident power.
On the other hand, Fig. 3(a) shows that the higher fre-
queny mode does not shift its frequeny with a hange
of the inident power. As an be seen in Fig. 4(b), this
mode onsists of two urrent loops owing in the same
diretion, thus their magneti dipole moments add on-
strutively. As the aumulated harges aross the gaps
have opposite diretions, this results in a vanishing ele-
tri dipole moment. As there is no net urrent through
the entral ondutor, the nonlinear response of the var-
ator diode does not ome into play. These mode on-
gurations, and the stop-band loations, are onrmed
by numerial simulations of transmission performed in
CST Mirowave Studio [14℄ using a single element with
eletri boundaries in the vertial diretion and magneti
boundaries in the horizontal diretion.
For omparison, we investigate the two dierent ori-
entations of the iruit boards individually, i.e. those
whih are normal to the diretion of propagation, and
those whih are parallel to it. The nonlinear transmis-
sion responses for these strutures are shown in Figs. 3(b)
and () respetively. In both ases a signiant nonlin-
ear response still ours. In the ase of the boards being
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(c) Boards parallel to k
Figure 3: (a-) Experimentally measured nonlinear transmis-
sion response at inident powers of 10, 20 and 30dBm for
dierent orientations.
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Figure 4: Resonant modes of the eletri resonators, showing
the two urrent loops I and their eletri and magneti dipole
moments p, and m.
perpendiular to the diretion of propagation, the higher
frequeny magneti stop-band does not exist. This is due
to the symmetry of the elds aross the gaps and the lak
of any magneti eld omponent normal to the rings. We
note that as the experiment uses a ylindrially symmet-
ri soure there is some omponent of the wavenumber
normal to the nominal propagation diretion, hene some
vestige of the seond resonane remains. Also of note is
the fat that both resonanes are notieably modied in
the isotropi onguration ompared to when they are
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Figure 5: Numerially alulated eletri (a) and magneti
(b) dipole moments of the resonator aligned parallel to k¯
measured separately. This is likely to be due to the
strong eletrial interation between the nearest-neighbor
boards in the orthogonal diretions, due to their gaps be-
ing in lose proximity.
To verify the nature of metamaterial resonanes, the
most ommon approah is to onsider the reetion
and transmission from a nite-thikness slab, whih are
then inverted to nd the equivalent refrative index and
impedane whih will reonstrut the observed satter-
ing. However for most metamaterials reported in the
literature, the permittivity and permeability obtained by
this method have non physial features, suh as violation
of onservation of energy [15℄. Thus we hoose instead
to alulate the eletri and magneti dipole moments of
the unit ell as a funtion of frequeny, in order to verify
the intuitive piture of the nature of these resonanes.
We take the following denitions of the eletri and mag-
neti dipole moments [16℄ alulated over the unit ell of
volume V due to urrent density J¯ and harge density
ρ = −∇ · J¯/jω:
p¯ =
1
jω

V
J¯ (x¯) d3x (1)
m¯ =
1
2

V
x¯× J¯ (x¯) d3x (2)
From numerial simulations of a single layer of eletri
resonators, we an readily retrieve the surfae urrents on
the ondutors, whih we assume to dominate over dis-
plaement urrents within the dieletris. We also note
that the urrents owing in the waveguide walls should
not be inluded in the alulation, as they represent the
response of the images of the unit ell, and thus should
be onsidered as belonging to virtual neighbors. There-
fore in deriving Eq. (1) from the denition of the eletri
dipole moment based on the harge distribution, we ne-
glet the terms orresponding to urrents owing on the
boundaries of the unit ell.
With referene to Fig. 4, the dominant eletri dipole
moment will be in the vertial diretion, and the domi-
nant magneti dipole moment will be oriented out of the
page and these omponents are plotted in the normal-
ized forms py/Eincǫ0V and mx/HincV in Fig. 5. Here
the resonator is aligned parallel to the wave-vetor as
this is the simplest ase exhibiting both resonanes. We
have presented results for a apaitane orresponding
to the nominal unbiased diode apaitane of 2.7pF, as
well as a for the apaitane tuned to 1pF. This apa-
itane shift is higher than what we expet to our in
the experiment due to nonlinear self-tuning, however it
learly illustrates that a hange in the loading apai-
tane hanges the resonant response of the eletri dipole
moment. There is no visible dierene between the two
urves of the magneti dipole moment aross the entire
simulated frequeny range, again onrming that even in
the ase of very strong nonlinear or external tuning the
magneti response remains onstant and linear.
In onlusion, we have suggested, designed, and ana-
lyzed a new type of nonlinear metamaterial with a dom-
inant negative eletri response. We have showed that
we are able to introdue nonlinearity into the eletri
response making it tunable whilst leaving the magneti
response unhanged. We expet that our results would
onstitute the building bloks of a omplete nonlinear
negative-index metamaterial ontaining both nonlinear
or tunable eletri and magneti elements whih an be
engineered independently.
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